The author delineates characteristics of research in education, focusing on the influence of the educational philosophies of logical positivism, operationalism, and pragmatism and on the strong behavioristic movements in education. A comparison is made between techniques in behavioral science research and traditional educational research methods. It is suggested that the behavioral sciences can help to unify subjective with objective knowledge for the formulation of moral obligations from social problems and assist education in developing a better understanding of the relation of the individual to the group. (SHM)
Within the behavioral sciences, research is conducted to determine the acceptability of hypotheses derived from theories of behavior. Empirical data are collected to yield direct information about these hypotheses. Therefore, objectivity is stressed for one basic requirement in the scientific method is that scientific conclusions be arrived by methods which are public and which themselves may be replicated by competent investigators.  

The traditions of educational research have, however, dictated a practice somewhat contrary to this basic dictum: the criticism of existing research is considered presumptuous and the replication of other educational researchers efforts are looked upon as both unnecessary as well as even at times as unethical. Thus to build upon what others have researched is frowned upon and often this type of effort is viewed as not being "original." The result: much research in education goes unchallenged.

Despite this state of affairs, the published quality of educational research hardly competes with the published
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quality of related-professional journals. Through its own evaluative committee in 1962, the American Educational Research Association found a seven per cent accept, a forty-one per cent revise, and a fifty-two per cent reject rate for articles published in education journals as contrasted to a forty-one per cent accept, a forty-one per cent revise, and an eighteen per cent reject rate for articles published in other related-professional journals.\(^3\)

But does this state of affairs fall completely on education? Probably not. First, at least since John Dewey's influence, education has depended heavily both philosophically as well as "realistically" on pragmatism. Pragmatism, in turn, has drawn most of its basic tenets from the behavioral sciences, particularly psychology.\(^4\)

Second, problems in education have lacked a rigorous experimental approach in research methodology and thus much educational research has made use of ex post facto conditions.\(^5\) Third, whenever the pragmatic concept of individual differences among learners has been applied on an experimental basis, the cataloguing of the findings has resulted in accepted social and psychological norms. In


turn, this has produced educational programs which have focused on inquiry, consensus, and process rather than on the individual, authentic freedom of the learner himself. Thus, this experimentalist-pragmatic approach to education has failed to sensitize the learner to his own sense of freedom. Finally, because the behavioral sciences seem to have been overly concerned with externally placed guides on behavior, education itself has given little attention to the organismic states of the individual learner and, as a result, the behavioristic has been emphasized in the subject material to be taught as well as in teaching materials at the expense of the learner's physiological needs.

But despite such criticisms of probably what has been a misapplication by education itself of the behavioral sciences positive contributions, certain movements within education will continue to have a strong behavioristic orientation. For example, the field of educational administration now is well on its way to avoid the traditional ad hoc approach:

Administration is not entirely a common sense fly-by-the-seat-of-the-pants art which can only be passed on from practitioner to practitioner; it can be studied using the tools of the behavioral scientist. These tools include concepts and
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Thus the behavioral sciences will continue to help break through the "world-taken-for-granted" perspective of the educational establishment as well as aid in promoting suspicion toward the self-evident and the self-validating in current traditional educational practices. Moreover, for the educational practitioner, the behavioral sciences will continue to provide sensitizing concepts that will focus on aspects of the world not otherwise singled out. In short, the behavioral sciences will continue to threaten educational ideology.

Within the behavioral sciences themselves, the application of formal theories has been, according to Schutz, most "uninspiring." Could this be attributed to the nature of the data gathered by the behavioral sciences, namely their statistical nature, as in education, and the continued inability to apply existing formal theories to these data? Woodger in biology, Dodd and Parsons in sociology, and Hull and Freud in psychology each had referred to his system as "theory," but each showed little concern for the formalism of
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his work. Because of the great frequency of negative results in the behavioral sciences as well as the neglect thus far to apply the antecedent probability aspect of Bayes' theorem with greater frequency, if "hypotheses to-be-tested were systematically investigated by such techniques as reference to past experience and investigations, reanalysis of relevant data, and systematic introspection, then hypotheses finally chosen to be tested would have a better chance of being confirmed." In short, Schutz was advocating a revival of Bayesian statistics before the application of other statistical analyses to hypotheses-to-be-tested. Could education itself profit from this recommendation?

In education, the notions of self-concept and self-actualization have been receiving strong emphasis but, according to Erikson, these workings of self-identity appear within the various social sciences in different contexts of
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A separate field, the sociology of education, has emerged and because sociology makes heavy use of symbols as do literature, philosophy, and the arts, sociology itself is thus, according to Zetterburg, a humanistic discipline. There furthermore seems to be turning away from an orientation in education which leads the learner to feel, as a result of his total educational experience, that he is no more than an object about whom conclusions have been already reached. Whenever educators focus mostly on too much empiricism and behavioristic statistical data derived from group norms, this easily can be the result. Then should education and educational researchers look toward the behavioral sciences for any of its answers?

As long as the three orientations of logical positivism, operationalism and pragmatism continue to influence educational thought—the latter two most heavily—then education has no choice but to look toward the behavioral sciences. According to DiRenzo, if it were necessary to choose between the three, pragmatism would be particularly valid for the behavioral sciences for it allows for the testing of hypotheses that lead to substantive theory.
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Until existential thought began to threaten pragmatic thought in education during the sixties, the latter had almost near monopoly on American educational practices and research from about 1900 to 1960. Thus, despite the continued necessity for a pragmatic orientation, the behavioral sciences have yet to distinguish clearly between meaningful and meaningless concepts as well as concepts corresponding to real experience, on the one hand, and purely verbal definitions on the other.  

And according to existentialist thought, the behavioral sciences now have an opportunity to unify subjective with objective knowledge for the formulation of moral obligations from social problems and thus assist education in developing a more profound understanding of the relation of the individual to the group.  

The alliance between education and the behavioral sciences is in need of a new reorientation.
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